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1. Introduction

Many domains, such as - computer networks, social networks, communication
networks, biological networks etc. - are modelled as a graph as its flexible structure
allows naturally representing complex relations among interconnected entities. In its
most basic form, a graph is a collection of nodes with directed or undirected edges
connecting them. The basic graph form is static, that is, it only reflects the snap-
shot1 of a graph at a given time. However, real-world graph-based applications evolve
constantly over time. Static graphs fail to represent, manage and trace their changes
through time. Some studies have introduced the concept of temporal graphs to model
the temporal evolution of graphs. Compared to static graphs, temporal graphs allow
to model some evolution types in some specific applications. The purpose of our work
is to propose a generic solution to manage any type of temporal evolution for any
graph-based application.

1. an image of the entire graph at a given time.
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2. State of the Art

A temporal graph is a graph representing nodes and edges, as well as all other
parameters that the graph can have according to a model, that can be modified over
time. The temporal evolution of a graph refers to the changes on its parameters over
time, namely (i) its topology2 and (ii) data3 (Zaki et al., 2016).

The temporal evolution of graph topology is discussed in the literature through the
addition and deletion of nodes and edges over time (Kostakos, 2009). Regarding the
temporal evolution of graph data, it is discussed in the literature through changes in
the attributes value of nodes (Desmier et al., 2012) or edges (Zhao et al., 2020) over
time.

The standard temporal graph model in the literature is the sequence of graph snap-
shots4. It consists in splitting time into slices and then create a snapshot of the graph
for each time slice (Fard et al., 2012). Other studies model the temporal evolution of
the graph by attaching to nodes and edges their presence times instead of attaching
time to the whole graph (Latapy et al., 2017).

In a nutshell, according to their applications, current modelling solutions include
the temporal evolution of topology or data or both to track the temporal evolution of
a graph. Most of them are based on the snapshot-based approach to keep temporal
evolution traces.

3. Research questions

The first problem we want to address in our research is the representation of mul-
tiple types of the temporal evolution of a graph-based application. The state of the
art shows that existing temporal graph models capture partially the temporal evolution
of a graph. To the best of our knowledge, they do not capture the temporal evolution
of graph data structure. Yet, this evolution type is a new information source that can
enrich the evolution analysis of an application. As an example, we consider a social
network where users and their relationships are respectively represented by nodes and
edges in a temporal graph. Nodes and edges have attributes to describe users and their
relationships characteristics. When a user adds a new friend, it creates a new edge
in the graph modifying the graph topology and it updates the value of the attribute
"friends list" of the user. When a user gets a job for the first time, a new attribute
called "job status" should be added to its attributes set. This information can be new
knowledge to understand evolution trends in the social network. For instance, the time
when an important increase in the number of friends of a user may be correlated with
the time when he added its job status, meaning that he possibly made new professional

2. the way in which the nodes and edges are arranged within a graph.
3. the attributes value of nodes and edges.
4. denoted G1, G2, ..., GT where Gi is an image of the entire graph at the time i and [1;T ] is the lifetime
of the graph.
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relationships. Therefore, some applications may require the complete aspect of tem-
poral evolution i.e. the temporal evolution of graph topology, graph data and graph
data structure. In this context, the first research question we want to answer is how
to extend and generalize existing temporal graph concepts to be generic enough for
capturing any evolution type and be reusable in any temporal graph based application.

The second problem we want to address in our research is the historization mecha-
nism of temporal graph models. The snapshots-based model is the most used approach
but it does not provide a straightforward solution to track and keep changes in a graph.
To ensure the extraction of significant information on temporal evolution, it requires
on the one hand to choose relevant time slice durations, which is a research topic itself
(Ribeiro et al., 2013). On the other hand, it requires observing differences between
two snapshots of the graph. Then it is difficult to track the individual temporal evo-
lution of nodes and edges. The drawbacks of snapshots-based approaches are due to
the fact that the temporal evolution is treated at the level of the entire graph. In this
context, the second research question we want to answer is how to track and keep
evolution traces at different graph levels (node, edge and graph) contrary to existing
snapshot-based approaches.

4. Proposition and future actions

The objective of this thesis is to design concepts and formalisms for the develop-
ment of applications based on temporal graphs. To do so, we study two research axis:
the modelling and the manipulation of temporal graphs.

First of all, we focused on the modelling of temporal graphs. To meet the short-
comings of the state of the art, our objective is to propose a modelling solution based
on the concepts of temporal entities, temporal relationships, instances and states. We
give an outline of our model in the following paragraph.

We define a temporal graph as representing evolving entities and relationships in
time called respectively temporal entities and temporal relationships. To track and
keep evolution traces of the latter, we model them at two levels of abstraction: the state
level to describe their attributes set called schema, and the instance level to describe
their attributes value. At each time there is a change in the schema of a temporal entity
or relationship, a new state is created. At each time there is change in the attributes
value, a new instance of the state is created. We affect to each state and each instance
a time value depicting the time when it is valid. Thus, a temporal entity or relationship
is composed by a set of states and each state is composed by a set of instances.

Compared to existing temporal graph models, our model has several advantages.
First, it manages temporal evolution at a finer granularity level by affecting time val-
ues to entities and relationships rather than the entire graph as in snapshot-based ap-
proaches. Then, it embeds a complete information about the temporal evolution of
entities and relationships. Indeed, the affected time values to temporal entities and re-
lationships capture when the addition of new entity or relationship and new attribute(s)
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in the schema of an entity or relationship, when the deletion of an entity or relation-
ship and attribute(s) in the schema of an entity or relationship and, when the change
in the attributes value of an entity or relationship are made in the graph.

Our next plan is the manipulation of our previously defined temporal graph model.
Our objective for this part is to define a high-level language for querying our temporal
graph combining different principles: extension and adaptation to our context of (i)
database query languages based on versions (Ozsoyoglu, Snodgrass, 1995), (ii) spe-
cific operators of temporal graphs (Moffitt, Stoyanovich, 2017) and (iii) inference of
new components in the graph (Fang et al., 2011).

We will validate our modelling as well as its manipulation using data of real-world
applications provided by the Activus Group company. We have already identified two
implementation alternatives of our model in two data stores based on property graph
model: Neo4j and OrientDB. We have defined translation rules to convert our model
concepts into the property graph model.
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